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Pi gets first 64-bit Os    
Raspberry Pi finally has an enterprise grade, 64 bit Linux 
based operating system. During SUSECon, 2016, SUSE an-
nounced that SUSE Linux Enterprise Server (SLES) SP2 
will support the Raspberry Pi 3, Model B.

Powered by quad-core ARM Cortex-A53 processor, this 
device is the first 64-bit product by Raspberry Pi (Trad-
ing) Ltd. However to date there have been no 64 bit op-
erating systems to take advantage of it. SLES is the first 
to do so.

SUSE supports many architectures and the theam 
have been working with ARM for SLES. “We noticed that the pro-
cessor on the Raspberry Pi 3 Model B was a Broadcom BCM2837 

64-bit A53 ARM processor,” Jay Kruemcke, Senior Product Manager – SUSE Linux Enter-
prise at SUSE, wrote on the SUSE blog [1], “So theoretically, much of the work needed to 
enable this processor in SUSE Linux Enterprise Server (SLES) had already been done as 
part of the SLES for ARM project.”

As there are over 10 million Raspberry Pi devices, it's a big enough market for SUSE to 
invest resources into supporting the device. Another incentive for SUSE, according to 
Kruemcke, was that the small size of the Raspberry Pi means SUSE's field team will be 
able to demonstrate SLES easily at trade shows.

In order to get developers excited, SUSE is also offering a one year free subscription for 
SLES SP2, when users download [2].

Since openSUSE Leap is now based on SLES source code, users can also install open-
SUSE 42.2 Leap on the Raspberry Pi 3 (check out our DVD and our first steps article on 
page 12.)

Bear in mind that only the Raspberry Pi 3, running the ARMv8 based processor, is sup-
ported by SLES SP2 and openSUSE Leap 42.2.

Lte cOnnectivity fOr rasPberry Pi    
Altair Semiconductor, a provider of single-mode LTE chipsets, is bringing 
LTE connectivity to the Raspberry Pi. Altair Semiconductor has completed 
a trial of ALT1160 CAT-1 chipsetthat will bring cellular connectivity to the 
credit card-sized computer for the first time.

The Raspberry Pi is a very versatile device, but currently only supports 
WiFi and Bluetooth which have a limited range. This also restricts many 
applications capable of cellular connectivity.

“The solution will enable users to quickly browse the internet and stream 
high-definition video from anywhere, in addition to other applications such 
as (home automation, robots or remote surveillance camera with LTE ac-
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cess,” Altair said in a press release.
LTE access will also enable richer applications like full home automation even when the 

WiFi is down, robotics, surveillance and much more.
“We are dedicated to providing low-cost, high-performance computers to connect people, 

enable them to learn, solve problems and have fun,” said Dr. Eben Upton, CEO of Raspberry 
Pi (Trading) Ltd.

Altair’s LTE Category-1 chipset is extremely power efficient and offers download speeds of 
up to 10Mbps. Altair said that the chipset is software upgradeable for CAT-M1 LTE connectiv-
ity, targeting low power, low throughput IoT devices.

“The cost-optimized chipset is highly integrated and includes an advanced on-chip power 
management unit, integrated DDR memory and a low power CPU sub- system 
with a strong security framework for customer developed applica-
tions,” according to an Altair press release.

PCWorld reports [3] that the chipset will be offered through third 
party add-on modules for the Pi.

third generatiOn Pidrive   
WDLabs, an incubator or “skunkworks” division of Western Digital 
have released the third generation of their WD PiDrive Foundation 
Edition products [4].

WD PiDrive Foundation Edition drives are available in three ca-
pacities: 375GB (HDD version of $37.49); 250GB (HDD for $28.99) 
and 64GB (USB drive for $18.99).

The hard drive versions of the products also come with a WD 
PiDrive cable that ensures optimal powering of the hard drive and 
Raspberry Pi. All versions include a microSD card preloaded with 
the custom NOOBS OS installer.

WDLabs has also developed custom software, based on Rasp-
bian and NOOBS, that allows users to install the desired operat-
ing systems on the USB drive. One of the most important features 
of WD PiDrive Foundation Edition is ‘Project Spaces’ that allows users to install multi-
ple operating systems. It's something similar to 'multiple booting' with which Linux users will 
be familiar. It allows users to have different operating systems, isolated from each other on 
the same device.

The bundled microSD card comes with the Raspbian PIXEL installer that can be transferred 
to the PiDrive. Users can install up to 5 operating systems, depending on storage capacity.

“Raspberry Pi fans will absolutely love the WD PiDrive Foundation Edition”, said Matt 
Richardson, Product Evangelist for Raspberry Pi Foundation. “Not only is 
it a fantastic storage solution, but its Project Spaces feature is 
an innovation that will empower users with more possibili-
ties for creation, experimentation, and fun with Raspberry 
Pi.”

PiDrive is one of the most popular products from WDLabs 
unit. The Raspberry Pi uses a Micro SD card for the operating 
system and primary storage, which is good for experimental 
projects, these cards may not be the right solution for bigger 
projects requiring more capacity.

WDLabs is trying to solve this problem. On its FAQ page, 
Western Digital states “The WD PiDrive provides much greater 
capacity than a microSD card. Furthermore, unlike a hard drive, 
a microSD card can suffer wear and tear and potential failure 
when using applications that are heavy in reading and writing.”

Pi set tO beat cOmmOdOre 64     
Eben Upton, founder of Raspberry Pi Foundation and CEO of Raspberry Pi Ltd, was recently 
appointed CBE (Commander of the Order of the British Empire) for services to business and 
education.
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After the Investiture ceremony at Buckingham Palace on November 25, 2016 in Lon-
donUpton said that, “We celebrated 10 million in September… and we just went past 11 
million – so the curve is continuing to go up, which is nice” [5].

Raspberry Pi initially started as a small project to solve a talent crisis. In an interview, 
Eben Upton added “Raspberry Pi was an attempt by us at the University of Cambridge to 
solve a recruitment crisis that we were having in the middle part of the last decade. We 
had too few people applying to study computer science and we found that the range of 
skills that people had when they came in, and these were incredibly bright young peo-
ple, was nothing like what people had in the mid 1990s.”

The project exceeded all expectations and has become a global phenomenon. In Octo-
ber, 2016, NEC announced that it will be using Raspberry Pi's Compute Module in their 
large format displays [6].

In response to the announcement Upton said, “It's an incredible vote of confi-
dence in the Raspberry Pi Compute Module platform from a blue-chip hardware ven-

dor, and will hopefully be the first of many.”
Now with 11 million devices sold, Upton claims that the 

Raspberry Pi is set to beat Commodore 64, which sold 
over 17 million.

rasPbian’s tight security    

In the wake of IoT attacks, Raspbian has taken an impor-
tant step towards increasing security.

The Raspberry Pi Foundation has tightened security around 
Raspbian PIXEL [7], its official operating system for Rasp-
berry Pi. Users may notice that when they install Raspbian 
PIXEL through NOOBs, they won't be able to 'ssh' into the 
system as it is now disabled by default

SSH (Secure SHell) is a networking protocol that's used on 
Linux/ UNIX system to log into the system and manage it re-
motely.However, hackers can sometimes exploit this loophole 
outside private networks to take control of the system. Con-
sidering the massive botnet attack using IoT devices that took 

down the Internet, it's a wise decision to disable SSH by default. especially asRaspbian also 
has a default password, which makes it even easier for an attacker to target the Pi.

Previously, SSH could be enabled and disabled from raspi-config utility or GUI tool ‘Rasp-
berry Pi Configuration’, but the Raspberry Pi is oftenused headlessly – without a keyboard 
or mouse. However headless users can still insert the Pi’s microSD card into a computer and 
save a file called 'ssh' into the /boot/  directory. It can't be an empty file. When Raspbian 
boots and finds ‘ssh’ in the directory, it enables SSH and deletes the file.

There is also now a warning message if SSH is enabled and the password is still set to 
the default 'raspberry'. Both are non-intrusive ways to protect users from attacks, with-
out breaking functionality or adding complexity.

[1]  SLES lands on Raspberry Pi:  
https://  www.  suse.  com/  communities/  blog/  suse‑ linux‑enterprise‑server‑raspberry‑pi/

[2]  365-day trial for SLES: https://  www.  suse.  com/  eval/  download?  event_id= DGSLE12SP2&  event_
name= Eval:+SLES+ Raspberry+Pi&  icid= GSDGNEval23017&  icname= Eval:+SLES+ Raspberry+ 
Pi+Nurture&  build= ccUe‑rz974A~

[3]  Altair chipset for the Raspberry Pi: http://  www.  pcworld.  com/  article/  3145614/  computers/ 
 raspberry‑pi‑3‑ gets‑low‑bandwith‑lte‑with‑ add‑on‑chip.  html

[4]  Western Digital’s Pi Drive:  
https://  www.  wdc.  com/  products/  wdlabs/  wd‑pidrive‑foundation‑edition.  html

[5]  11 million Pis sold: http://  www.  expressandstar.  com/  business/  city‑news/  2016/  11/  25/ 
 raspberry‑pi‑sales‑hit‑11‑million‑and‑could‑overtake‑commodore‑64/

[6]  NEC to use RPis: https://  www.  raspberrypi.  org/  blog/  compute‑module‑nec‑display‑near‑you/

[7]  Safer Pis: https://  www.  raspberrypi.  org/  blog/  a‑security‑update‑for‑raspbian‑pixel/
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